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 PERSIAN EXPORTS TO RUSSIA FROM THE SIXTEENTH TO THE
 NINETEENTH CENTURY

 By Robert Chenciner and Magomedkhan Magomedkhanov
 London and Makhachkala

 The purpose of this article is to draw attention to
 some little-known local trade ledgers of Persian exports
 to Russia. The records survive in Soviet archives. The

 ledgers provide dated lists of products and prices and
 some information about individual merchants. The
 selected extracts and summaries are taken from two
 different sets of records. The earlier describes Persian

 goods on the Russian market in the 1580s,' the later
 observes Persian imports at Russian border towns from
 1712 until 1860. To place these in context, there is a
 brief introduction to Persian trade during this extended
 period. To link this overall view with the street market,
 there is emphasis on the fortunes of Astrakhan, the
 important trading settlement, and the largest volume
 Persian commodity, silk.

 The inhospitable mountains and lack of great fertile
 rivers have always meant that nomadic peoples con-
 tinued to survive in Persia. It was therefore difficult to

 govern from the small number of distantly situated, if
 prosperous, cities. Throughout its history, several of
 the ruling dynasties have been annihilated by nomadic
 invasions. There were certainly great Persian empires
 in biblical times and classical antiquity, during the
 Sasanian dynasty, during the early Islamic centuries
 and briefly under Shah cAbbas in the sixteenth and
 seventeenth centuries. During these times of economic
 strength, Persia compared favourably with neighbour-
 ing regions of Anatolia, Central Asia and the Eastern
 Mediterranean.

 However, many scholars have tried to explain why
 and how such a powerful region declined2 and entered
 the modern world so late.3 Was it the continuing
 internal political instability, was it the poor relations
 with the Ottoman empire, their natural trading
 partner, or was it the result of developing isolation of
 Shicite Islam? For example, the first railway was built
 as late as 1938 compared to 1853 for Egypt, 1867 for
 Turkey4 and 1870 for Transcaucasia.5 During the
 eighteenth century, there were virtually no industrial
 advances to compete with the growing European
 manufacturers. The Armenian textile production,
 started in New Julfa in 1604, flourished over the next
 seventy years to boost Persia's total exports to between
 ?1 and ?2 millions, when England and Wales were
 exporting ?5 millions (1688), about the same as
 France (1715).6 But Persia could not compete with
 mass-produced goods from Britain or Russia.

 This stagnation implies that economic life changed

 little from 1550 until 1870.7 Fluctuations occurred
 because of plague, war, famine and changing external
 balance of trade power from the Byzantines to the
 Portuguese, the Ottomans, the British and the Rus-
 sians, but the economic structure never changed. The
 feudal city-scale economy never evolved into a national
 economy. Inter-city trade was profitable only for com-
 mercial magnates, who made yearly profits of 30 to 40
 percent on their capital-during the Afghan siege of
 Isfahan in 1722, one merchant was found with silver
 coins worth 1792 tumans or 42.4 kg. of pure gold.8 The
 home economy was largely a subsistence economy.
 Imports and exports were either in luxury goods
 connected with the Shah's monopolies or local business
 in the border regions.

 Two settlements emerged as the sluice gates for the
 flow of trade through Persia. Hormuz controlled the
 sea route away to the south-east, while Astrakhan
 (P1. XVa) controlled the river routes to the north-
 west.' These places were obvious targets for foreign
 powers. Although Timur destroyed Astrakhan, it had
 recovered by the late fifteenth century, judging by
 accounts of the Russian merchant Nikitin's annual trips
 to Astrakhan and of Contarini's Derbent-Astrakhan-

 Moscow route, while Clavijo listed goods further
 along the road in Tabriz and Sultaniyya. In 1507 the
 Portuguese took Hormuz and control of the Persian
 Gulf, which was retaken in 1515 and held until 1622
 when it was taken by the English to extend control over
 the Indian trade route.'l In 1555, the English Muscovy
 Company was founded and Jenkinson made his first
 journey to Persia in 1557 and his second in 1561. But
 from the late sixteenth century, Russia's chief eastern
 trading partner was Persia, with whom direct com-
 mercial relations began soon after the Muscovite defeat
 of the Tatars and subsequent colonisation of the Volga
 river down to Astrakhan in 1556. The Russian con-

 quest of Siberia gave the Tsar access to furs, gold and
 silver, which Russia traded with Persia. Astrakhan
 opened a route for Persia to avoid trading through the
 Ottoman empire." However, Anthony Jenkinson
 observed of Astrakhan that "There is a certain (beg-
 gardly) trade of merchandise... The chiefest com-
 modities that the Russes bring thither are red hides,
 red sheep's skins, wooden vessels, bridles and saddles,
 knives and other trifles, with corn, bacon and other
 victuals. The Tatars bring thither divers kinds of wares
 made of cotton wool, with divers kinds of wrought
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 silks, and they that come out of Persia... do bring
 sewing silk... ".12 Perhaps he influenced Shakespeare's
 metaphor "The play... 'twas caviare to the
 general",13 already displaying a familiarity with
 Caspian exports in 1604. By 1844, 70,000 pounds
 weight (including matting), worth about /?11,000, was
 being harvested in a year. 14

 Peacetime travel was usually for trade purposes and
 merchants often served as, or combined with embas-
 sies, both for safety and convenience. In spite of
 repeated raids, including the sack of Moscow by the
 Crimean Tatars in 1571, during that and the following
 century, Russia fought few wars against the Ottomans,
 Persians (Qizilbash), Nogai Horde, Crimean Tatars,
 and the Kazan or Bukharan Khanates. Thus business

 was allowed to continue as usual. Throughout the
 seventeenth century, embassies were exchanged
 between Persia and Russia; Shah CAbbSs received three
 in 1618, 1623 and 1626 before his death.15 Entner's
 literary collage, recreating a ghastly nineteenth century
 trading experience of a year-long return trip to Persia
 of an increasingly destitute Moscow merchant'" must
 be equally accurate for any previous date since the
 mid-sixteenth century. Ambassadorial gifts to and
 from eastern and western rulers included sumptuous
 Ottoman and Persian woven silk textiles, which hap-
 pened to be produced in lands through which passed
 the traditional trade routes to the east. Cost of trans-

 port reflected protection payments, risk and profit,
 causing large variations in local prices. For example, a
 treaty signed in 1667 gave the Armenians a concession
 to transport goods, mainly cloth, hides and silk, from
 Asia to Europe via Astrakhan and Archangel for a
 duty of 5 per cent." For cultural, religious and often
 security reasons, the Russians were reluctant to trade in
 Persia and used Armenian traders throughout our
 period.18

 In Russia, freight was mainly moved by river boat:
 the kolomenka was for heavy loads, while the strug and
 pauzok were lighter, rowed boats. In between rivers, the
 passage continued by porterage, both by cart and
 pack-caravan. At the Caspian shore, the goods were
 loaded into sailing boats, some of which were owned
 by the English. Trade was temporarily interrupted in
 1569 when Astrakhan was sacked by the Tatars and
 again in the Stenka Razin rebellions from 1664 to
 1671.'9 Its location meant that it was an essential
 target, both to destroy and to rebuild. P1. XVa
 illustrates several aspects of trading in and about
 Astrakhan. In the foreground are loaded camels. While
 a loaded horse could carry fifty to sixty batmans, or
 three to three-and-a-half hundredweights,20 a camel
 could manage half as much again,"2 and a mule 30022 to
 400 lb.23 According to various definitions, a bale
 weighed between 213 and 276 lb.24 Near the camels in
 P1. XVa are loaded river boats: the kolomenka with a

 mast and the rowed strug without. Near the distant

 Caspian delta, there appear to be sea-going zebeks.
 Persian traffic mainly followed the following route:

 Moscow-Astrakhan-Nizoraya-Shabran-Shemakha-
 Ardebil-Qazvin-Hormuz, 5,950 km., which took 48
 days for the river passage and 75 days overland by
 pack-caravan. The Astrakhan-Terskii-Tarki-Derbent
 -Shabran-Shemakha part of the journey, 1,000 km.,
 took about 12 days by pack-caravan and 14 days by
 cart. The other Russian route, from Yaroslavl-
 Astrakhan, 2,650 km., took one-and-a-half to two
 months by river.25 The long time required to complete
 the return journey from Persia meant that the trip was
 possible only once a season. Traders waited to form
 larger convoys. It was worth travelling in numbers,
 gathered together for safety from (which meant pro-
 tection paid to), for example, the attacks of Cossack
 raiders who controlled the Dneiper rapids.

 The Armenians trading in Russia could outbid the
 European traders. The Europeans had to pay higher
 transport charges, custom charges, interest and
 insurance costs. In 1640, silk costing 7/6 a pound, baled
 and packed, had to be sold in London for 17/-. Prices
 fluctuated, for in 1708 the East India Company com-
 plained that it was making a loss, buying at 8/4 and
 selling at 12/2.26

 A surprising variety of original Russian records
 survive from before the eighteenth century, including
 marriage settlements, bankruptcy inventories,
 bequests, royal gifts and favours, ambassadorial gifts,
 monastery expenditure and income ledgers and inven-
 tories and sumptuary laws. From these it has been
 possible to draw up the following late sixteenth-
 century lists of Persian goods.27

 Sixteenth-Century Russian-Persian trade (cf. similar lists in
 CHIr VI, pp. 478-82)

 Imports to Persia

 Leather
 Fur
 Arms

 Iron products
 Wooden products
 Groceries
 Clothes
 Wax

 Hunting birds
 Walrus bone

 Mica (for windows)
 Oil

 Tallow

 Western textiles

 Metals: tin, lead, copper
 Writing paper
 Glass

 Exports from Persia

 Silk and cotton cloth

 Finished textiles: kaftans,
 clothes, belts, sashes and
 carpets
 Raw textiles: raw silk, cotton
 Muscat produce
 Marocco leather
 Precious stones

 Jewellery
 Arms

 Harness

 The following late sixteenth-century Russian prices of
 Persian export goods and currency are based on
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 Fekhner, with additional calculations by the authors.
 A brief explanation of Russian currency is necessary to
 appreciate the relative values of Persian exports. Rus-
 sian currency prices are given in: the silver rouble
 (r) = 100 copper kopeks;28 the copper altin (not
 Turkish altin = gold) (a) = 3 kopeks;29 and the den'gi
 (d) = half a kopek.30 That is: Ir = 33a = 200d. The
 word "rouble" is derived from the Russian rubit,
 meaning "to cut" (a cylinder of silver). The word
 "altin" is derived from the Tatar alti, meaning "six"
 (dengi). The word "den'gi" is derived from the Tatar
 tangi, meaning "to ring" (i.e. the noise of money
 jangling). The word "kopek" is derived from the
 diminutive of the Russian kopyo, meaning "spear"
 because the coin was stamped with St. George spearing
 the dragon.3'

 These conversion rates must be treated as empirical
 because of inflation, related to variation of the price of
 gold from the normal 14.4 times the price of silver, and
 the effects of clipping and alloying, which caused a
 currency reform in 1654.32 Russia was not immune
 from Ottoman inflation from 1520 to 1620-particu-
 larly rampant in the 1540s-caused by combinations of
 high population growth, plague, short-term tax farm-
 ing leading to agrarian depopulation, agricultural pro-
 duction, the influx of gold from the New World,
 military expenditure and an uncontrolled bill-of-credit
 merchant trading system.33 For example, the Turkish
 altin (Ta) was a gold coin used in Russia: in 1580
 20Ta = 16r and in 1590 20Ta = 10r.34 Clipping and
 alloying or debasing the currency meant that by the
 end of the sixteenth century 1 gold zolotnik weighing
 4.25 gm.35 = from 13a2d to 29a, a wide variation,
 depending on colour or purity. Surprisingly, only a
 single value is given for 1 silver zolotnik = 3a3d.36
 Inflation decreased the amount and purity of gold
 used, from pure gold to "golden" silver wire, in
 imported woven textiles and Russian embroideries
 during the sixteenth century.37 Silver gilt ("metallic")
 wire for embroidery, from Turkey and also Persia
 was sold by the "litre", that is the volume of
 water displaced,38 and cost 4-6r. 1 bobbin of gilt
 wire = 6 zolotniks = 25.5 gm. = 60 wires.39 If this
 wire was mainly silver, 1 bobbin would cost
 6 x 3a3d = 18a18d = 54 + 9 kopeks = 0.63r, so a
 "litre" was 4/0.63 = 6-7 bobbins or 360-420 wires.
 Silk was also measured in "litres", and 18 "litres"
 = 13-14 pounds.40

 The prices of goods given below must be examined
 with care for the following main reasons. Although the
 prices come from a common period, the last decades of
 the sixteenth century, there must have been local
 inflationary effects. The range of prices given for a
 single commodity may absorb this, but it also reflects
 the range of qualities of, say, fur or silk or precious
 stone. Even though it will never be possible to have all
 the necessary criteria for quality assessment, the tables

 still provide an indication of orders of magnitude of
 relative value. As many Persian objects survive from
 the mid-sixteenth century and later, their values clearly
 add to their historic context. For example, judging
 from surviving examples, a small 7 sq. m. Polonnaise
 carpet was worth 7-10 m. of Ottoman golden Bursa
 velvet or about 4 kg. of top quality saffron.

 Late Sixteenth-Century Prices of Persian Textiles on the
 Russian Market4'

 Prices, given in original form, are also converted to
 decimal roubles for ease of comparison.

 Persian rug gold and silver thread 30r 30r
 (known today as a Polonnaise carpet)
 5 x 3 arshin

 Persian rug white ground 5 1Or 10
 arshin x 3 arshin

 Price/arshin. For some textiles*, this was calculated from a
 standard 8 arshin length; 1 arshin = 0.71 m. length x loom-
 width

 Brocade (kamka), Persian golden - 3r25a ,-3.75
 (one-sided)* (kamkha was also men-
 tioned by Jenkinson)42
 Brocade Persian non-golden (one-
 sided with plant ornament)* ? 25a -0.75
 Velvet smooth, Persian 30a 0.90
 Taffeta Shams 12a 0.36
 Taffeta Shemakha 2ald 0.065

 Doroga daran* cheap silk like taffeta 10a2d-
 16a 0.31-48

 Kutnya-- half silk like Persian atlas* - 8a2d ~0.25
 Kiseya-transparent Persian cotton* - 6a - 0.18
 Miltkal-natural Persian cotton 4a 0.12

 Kindyak-patterned Persian cotton la4d-4a 0.05-12

 Late Sixteenth-Century Persian Groceries on the Russian
 Market; Prices per Pound 43
 1 Old Russian pound = 409.5 gm.44

 Saffron 26a-3r 0.78-3.0r

 Cloves 20a-lr 0.60-1.0
 Cinnamon 5a-2r 0.15-2.0

 Nutmeg 5a-lr 0.15-1.0
 Pepper 4-12a3d 0.12-

 0.37

 Ginger 4-6a4d 0.12-
 0.20

 Almonds la 0.03

 Walnuts (per 1,000) 1la 0.33
 Sultanas 2-16d 0.01-

 0.08

 Silk, both raw and manufactured, was the most
 valuable export from Persia, while furs and precious
 stones were Russia's most important exports to the
 east. The "Russia" involved in the luxury textile trade,
 supplied by Russian, Greek, Armenian and Jewish
 merchants, meant the Tsar and his court, the Boyar
 nobles, and the Russian Orthodox Church. The
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 Armenians took the leading role in Russian-Persian
 trade.45 Luxury textiles weighed little and were of
 relatively great worth per unit volume. Also, they were
 not breakable and did not decay if kept dry, and so
 were convenient to transport. They therefore formed a
 readily identifiable international currency, which could
 not be alloyed down like gold. The size of the silk
 business was confirmed in several reports on price and
 estimated tonnage. In 1568 Thomas Banister and Geof-
 frey Ducket of the English Russian Company noted
 that raw silk in Qazvin, "the mart of all commerce to
 the Caspian",46 cost between 9/- and 10/- a pound.47
 One fine sovereign during 1551 to 1625 contained 12.0
 gm. of 0.9948 purity gold. The sovereign was
 equivalent to 30 shillings, so one shilling was in theory
 equivalent to 0.4 gm. of (almost) pure gold.48 Sir
 Anthony Sherley wrote that silk was a royal com-
 modity in Persia in 1600. He recorded that under Shah
 cAbbSs, in 1617, between 1,000 and 3,000 bales of silk
 were exported a year at between 6/- and 6/6 a pound.49
 In 1618, the total silk production of Persia was reck-
 oned at 125 tons, of which a third was kept for home
 consumption.5" In 1620, the East India port price was
 8/- a pound.5' Olearius, twenty years later, estimated a
 total 192 tons, of which only a twentieth was used in
 Persia, at an extremely low price of under 2/8 a
 pound.52 By the 1660s, Chardin's estimates were up to
 270 tons, which included two and a half tons from
 Georgia, calculated at between 6/8 to 8/2 a pound.53
 The guinea, equivalent to twenty shillings, was
 introduced in 1663 and continued in use until 1813. It

 contained 8.35 gm. of 0.91675 purity gold. So one
 shilling was equivalent to 0.383 gm. of pure gold, or
 slightly less than before.54 In confirmation of the
 importance of this trade, a Russian consul was
 established in Shemakha, in the heart of northern
 Azerbaijan silk country, in 1701.55 In 1740, the end of
 the Safavid period, Hanway reckoned the total had
 declined to 160 tons. Silkworm diseases ravaged the
 crop in 1631 and 1721 causing increased prices, as did
 occasional Persian embassies carrying much silk away
 for gifts. By 1812, Ouseley, writing from Tabriz, identi-
 fied three qualities of silk, priced at an average of
 8/6-.56 (In 1991, the authors saw four qualities of
 cocoon-unspun silk and chrysalis-sold in Belikan
 and Sheki, in northern Azerbaijan, for 80 roubles, or
 ?1.30 a kg., or ?0.59 a pound. An average-sized
 cocoon weighed 1.026 gm., including the chrysalis, and
 just the silk weighed 0.562 gm., so that the silk was
 55 per cent of the total weight. The silk-in-the-cocoon
 price is equivalent to 0.165 gm. of pure gold per
 pound, roughly a fifteenth of the old spun prices. This
 is in line with current Russian-European price differen-
 tials. For example, meat is about ten times cheaper in
 Russia than Britain.)

 Entner cites the works of several Russian scholars

 writing about nineteenth-century Russian-Persian

 economic relations, which were published in the period
 before the Revolution and Rozhkova in 1945. They all
 had access to the archives. However, modern
 historians may have a different line of interest and it is
 also relevant to confirm what source material survived

 the Civil War. The archive ledgers discussed and
 quoted in the second part of this article cover the
 eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

 While there were documents available from

 Moscow, giving general trade figures with Persia after
 1758,57 the earlier Customs House Ledgers remained
 stored in local archives. From 1758-60, annual (we
 assume, but it is not clear) Persian exports to Russia
 totalled 321,000 roubles, which had greatly increased
 to 3,803,000 roubles from 1827-9, following the Com-
 mercial Treaty of Turkmanchai. Thereafter, trade
 developed slowly to 5,034,000 roubles of exports dur-
 ing the five-year period 1862-6.58 Given the continuity
 of economic activity in Persia, the following various
 accounts of activity at day-to-day market level may
 throw more light on economic life with regard to
 external trade. There would appear to be.a scarcity of
 surviving Persian documents which tell of the Persian
 export trade from the sixteenth century. Many old
 customs ledgers may have been destroyed during the
 Afghan conquests which culminated in their take-over
 of the disorganised Safavid dynasty in 1722. Similarly,
 external documents in the customs warehouses in

 Astrakhan were destroyed when they were burnt to the
 ground during the late seventeenth-century Stenka
 Razin uprisings. To complete the picture of Persia's
 oriental trade, there should be surviving Indian and
 Chinese customs books, but these obviously lie beyond
 the scope of this report. In addition, sporadic English,
 Dutch, Italian and Swedish records tell of individual
 voyages and diplomatic gifts, features of a necessarily
 more irregular pattern of relations, interrupted by wars
 and exclusive alliances.

 In 1988, Dr. Nasim Magomedov from Derbent, who
 had recently completed his doctorate on the eighteenth
 and nineteenth-century economic history of Derbent,
 mentioned local customs ledgers to the authors. This
 led to the authors' discovery of the survival of customs
 ledgers of the changing Russian border towns on the
 trade routes from Persia. During August 1990, Dr.
 Magomedkhan Magomedkhanov located the follow-
 ing source material and found out the numbers of
 pages. In Makhachkala, at the Daghestan State
 Archive, the only one of these archives which Robert
 Chenciner has visited, he photographed the following
 examples of archive title and extract pages:

 1. 1726/7, cover, 3 double pp., 30 x 21 cm.
 2.January-December 1727, cover, 2 double, 2 pp.
 3.January-December 1728, cover, 3 double pp.
 4.5 January-15 June 1790, cover, 2 double, 2 pp.,

 30 x 20 cm. (P1. XVb and XVc).
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 5. 4 January-29 November 1812, cover, 5 double pp.,
 33 x 21 cm., blue.

 6. 1 January-31 December 1816, cover, 1 double,
 3 pp., blue.

 7.5 January-8 May 1726, cover, 2 double pp.,
 25 x 15 cm., Tersko Komandant (Pl. XVd).

 There are more archives in the former USSR, which
 have been located but not examined in detail by the
 authors. They include about 200 one- to two-page lists
 of Persian diplomatic gifts to the principality of
 Moscovy from the mid-sixteenth until the end of the
 seventeenth centuries. They are in the War History
 Archive in Moscow and in the Kiev State Archive. As
 Russia expanded, so the main customs towns for trade
 with Persia changed. Regular trade records of goods
 received from Persia were not kept until the time of
 Peter the Great, i.e. after 1700. After that date trade
 was intermittent because of wars. Following the
 Persian-Russian war of 1826-8, when Russia gained
 the present Araks River border, the Commercial
 Treaty of Turkmanchai in 1828 should have given
 Russia every opportunity. In the short run, trade
 increased, peaking in 1830 at 27 million assignat
 roubles,"5 but the Turkish and Caucasian Wars,
 plague, commercial failures in Tabriz, banditry and
 crop failure, meant that this figure had more than
 halved by 1840 and did not return to previous levels
 until 1880. Entner, citing the work of M. K. Rozhkova
 covering the years 1820-50, considered that the real
 effect of this trade was diplomatic, i.e. to help the
 Russians threaten political stability in the Middle East
 and Central Asia.

 The following table shows which dates were covered
 by which customs towns and the size and present
 location of records:

 1712-1813 Astrakhan for sea trade: copies also in
 Moscow-60 vols.

 1712-35 Good trade records kept.
 1712-1816 Derbent, Kizliar for land trade: Makhach-

 kala Archive-18 vols.

 1723-1813 Irregular trade and contraband, starting
 with overthrow of Safavids by Afghans
 1722 and further interrupted by invasion of
 Nadir Shah 1735 and Caucasian War
 1816-59.

 1813-15 Baku for land and sea trade: Azerbaijan
 State Archives.

 19th century About 100 Russian travellers' books.
 1813-60 Baku irregularly.
 1860-1910 Baku for sea trade rather than Astrakhan --

 100 vols.

 1860 Kizliar for land trade--l0 vols.

 Port Petrovsk (Makhachkala) for land
 trade.

 Each volume contains about 80 pages, of roughly
 A4 size. There are a few larger volumes of up to A3
 size.

 There are also local documented and oral histories

 about the Persian traders and goods, which Dr.
 Magomedkhan is collecting. A few examples are avail-
 able. Near Kizliar at the end of the eighteenth century,
 a village of Azeri merchants grew up, called by the
 Russians Persitskoe Selo "Persian village", now called
 Karabagli. There was a Persian consul in Port Petrovsk
 (the old name for Makhachkala) until 1932. Kotrova
 Street in Makhachkala was then called Persischskii

 Street. "Persians were considered home-loving, reli-
 able, and hard workers. They were nice decent people.
 The Persian stevedores enjoyed a reputation for extra-
 ordinary strength in carrying seven 20-kg. boxes of fruit
 at a time on a (Turkish-style) back-saddle. In the
 villages and towns of Daghestan the words Persischski
 and especially Tebriz denoted high quality."

 The following selected extracts show the scope of
 information which can be found in the Daghestan State
 Archives:

 A. Two examples showing titles and reference
 numbers:

 Daghestan State Archive Fond 354, opis 1, delo 2. Des-
 cription of goods of Kizliar and Astrakhan merchants
 from 5 January to 15 June 1790.
 Fond 354, op.], d.4, p.142. Insurance bond for right to
 continue further passage through Kizliar, 1814.

 B. A letter of undertaking:
 Fond 379, op.2, d.17, p.93, 17 March 1747. Bejan Pavlov,
 an Armenian citizen of Kizliar, wrote that he had to
 undertake, on pain of death, not to do the following:
 "While going from Kizliar to the Persian town of
 Derbent not to take gold or silver, either on business or
 not on business. Also not to visit areas where there was

 illness and not to take any goods from those places to
 Kizliar. And not to stay there longer than is allowed.
 To return on the same horse which he left with and not

 to sell it. If I will do something against what I have
 written above, I am to be killed. In this I am writing
 with my own hand and as my surety, there is my
 Armenian starosta (community chief), Aretun
 Romanov."

 C. Typical list of goods from one town. (cf. similar lists
 for the year 1800 in The Melville Papers6o):
 Fond 354, op.1, d.2, 4 January-29 December 1812
 (55 pp.). Book of description of goods arriving from
 abroad to Kizliar customs office (karantinaia kontora).
 Unusually, no quantities are given.
 4 January from the Persian town of Kouba (today, in
 northern Azerbaijan):

 raw silk

 daran, cloth
 pomegranates
 copper platters
 kumgan, Asiatic ewers
 sukno, broadcloth in yellow, red and blue
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 raisins
 walnuts

 honey
 saddles

 beyaz, white cloth for underwear
 palas, striped flat-woven wool rug
 carpets
 beeswax
 fox skins

 homespun coats
 safian, soft leather for shoes (usually red)
 zarbat, metal brocaded cloth
 glue
 Persian shoes
 silk headscarves
 silk cloth

 vyboika, printed cloth
 stoleshnik [?Russian, a hundred hazel sticks]
 koshum [?leather product or ?koshma large felt mat]
 soap

 poreshena [?Russian, meaning not known]
 socks

 prayer rugs-namazlik
 skins for shoe soles

 sheep shears
 garlic
 Persian sitets, cotton material
 quilted woollen and cotton burmet eiderdown
 termali, saddle cloth or figured silk
 silk shoe laces
 saffron
 madder

 half-dark corduroy, makhmar
 quilted silk
 kashtane [?Russian for chestnut], bakla [?small fish]
 almonds
 curtains

 bakhchi [?bakhcha, water melon]
 large woman's shawl
 chariki, women's outdoor shoes

 D. Two examples of lists and quantities of goods
 carried by merchants:
 Fond 354, op.1, d.various, November 1812.

 What was carried by the Persian resident of Derbent,
 Shaykh CAll CAbbds Oghlu to Kizliar from Derbent:

 pomegranate 8 sapegk [measure not
 known]

 garlic 1 pood (16 kg.)
 kashtan(?e) 3 pood
 Persian socks 1 pair

 What was carried by the Persian resident ofDerbent,
 Baba Inal Oghlu to Kizliar from Derbent:

 gray leather 100 pieces (usually sheep-
 skin, but best is goat skin)

 s(?h)afian 35 pieces
 sagri, leather made from
 horse rump 26 pieces

 bull skins for shoe soles 2 pieces
 tobacco 1 chuval (4-foot tall standard

 cylindrical bag)
 small piled carpets 8 pieces
 narbeku [?exact meaning un- 1 tuluk, skin made into a bag
 known], cloth
 burmet, cotton 2 (standard size rolls)
 badamu, cloth 1 chuval
 [?badam, almond-shaped-
 ?saddle cloth]
 sitets I shchguna [measure not

 known-? schooner or litre]
 woollen eiderdowns 12

 sheepshears (quantity not stated)
 woollen socks 26

 raisins and almonds 10 pounds (English measure)
 alidzhai [not known] 203 (no unit given)

 E. Selection from original contemporary archive list of
 late eighteenth-century merchants passing through
 Kizliar, with archive index:

 cAbbas Mulla, Persian f.379, op.5, d.226
 resident

 Abdelkerimov, Tatar f.350, op.1, d.12
 f.350, op.4, d.10

 Agapov Magomet Adji f.379, op.6, d.47
 Adji Kasimov, Persian
 resident f.373, op.1, d.245
 Akaiev, deceased f.379, op.4, d.525
 cAli Pasha, Turkish resident f.18, op.1, d.90
 Aliskerov, Persian resident,
 deceased f.379, op.7, d.319
 Arieshev, Mosdok f.373, op.1, d.306
 Akhverdov, colonel, main representative of Mahometan
 nationalities, an Azeri or Persian

 f.350, all
 f.379, op.7, d.142

 Ibrahim Tenbolat Oghlu,
 Persian resident f.379, op.5, d.63
 Ibrahim Husein, Persian
 resident f.379, op.6, d.56

 F. Complete list of Persian matters in Derbent Fond 18,
 op.1, 1723-1840:
 d.17 Customs book November 1726-December 1726

 (18 pp.)
 d.21 Customs book January 1727-February 1727
 (60 pp.)
 d.28 Report from Shirvan Infantry Division from
 Army HQon Persian customs dues, trade and illness of
 soldiers 5-10 March 1728 (5 pp.)
 d.31 Customs book January-December 1728 (87 pp.)
 d.52 Lists of debits and credits of Persian customs dues

 February-March 1729 (4 pp.)
 d.57 Customs book January-December 1729 (70 pp.)
 d.60 Imperial Russian orders on trade and customs
 dues and description of other orders October-Novem-
 ber 1730 (18 pp.)
 d.64 Customs book January-December 1730.
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 G. Commandant of the Terki garrison, Fond 335, op.1,
 d.32:

 Book of accounts of customs payments from passing
 people 5 January-8 May 1726(8 pp.).

 H. Selection of Kizliar garrison Commander-in-Chief's
 office (konsiliaria) "Kizliarskii Kommendant", 1720-84,
 Fond 379, op.]:
 d.57 Report of military officers on meeting and escort-
 ing Persian embassy 18 August-14 October 1742
 (140 pp.)
 d.409 Orders of Empress Catherine II, lists of foreign
 and military assemblies discussing strengthening the
 fortress of Kizliar following Chechen raids, and custom
 duties January-February 1758 (108 pp.)
 d.414 Orders of Empress on customs regulations 1758
 (70 pp.)
 d.484 Report and information of advance posts and
 border customs offices Kizliar division and Cherkass

 division on condition of advanced posts, relations of
 Kizliar with Chechens, Kabardins, Derbent and
 custom dues. 25 October-5 December 1760 (68 pp.)
 d.492 Report and information of advance posts and
 border customs offices Kizliar division and Cherkass

 division on condition of advanced posts, relations of
 Kizliar with Chechens, Kabardins, Derbent and
 custom dues. 1761 (102 pp.)
 d.547 List of Kizliar border customs, Georgian divi-
 sion and provisions, trade and customs duties. 10June-
 30 August 1763 (169 pp.).

 I. Some further sources:

 State Archive of Astrakhan region: Customs books are
 in

 f.381, d.3070 (1737)
 f.394, d.724, d.769, d.369 (1740)
 f.681, d.3071 (1739), d.3072 (1740), d.3083 (1746).
 State Archive of Foreign Affairs of Moscow: Trade
 with Persia in Fond 110

 Makhachkala, Daghestan Scientific Centre, Academy
 of Sciences Library Akti Kavkaskoy Arkheograficheskoy
 Kommissii, vols. 1-4, published over a period during
 the 1890s, containing collected old archival docu-
 ments. There are some Persian trade documents in
 Russian and Persian.

 The above local data partly comes from Derbent,
 which was part of Azerbaijan until the Russian col-
 onialisation from 1723-35 and Baku, which was taken
 in 1806. Also, Kizliar was in the Persian sphere of
 influence until the late eighteenth century when the
 Russian Cossack line was built."' Because of the lack of
 industrialisation, the trade recorded at these towns can
 be considered to reflect contemporary trade within
 Persia. The above samples from the archives indicate
 that there is much further collection and collation
 work to be done in order to confirm that a more

 general view can be taken of the nature and develop-
 ment of trade from Persia to Russia during the six-
 teenth to nineteenth centuries. This preliminary report
 shows that the source material for the task is available.

 M. V. Fekhner, Torgovlia russkogo gosudarstva so stranami vostoka v
 XVI veke, (abbreviated as Fekhner) (Moscow, 1956).
 R. Ferrier, "Trade from the Mid-Fourteenth Century to the End
 of the Safavid Period", in CHIr VI, p. 428.
 C. Issawi, The Economic History of Iran 1800-1914 (abbreviated as
 EHI) (London, 1971), pp. 1-19, 70.

 4 EHI, p. 152.
 5EHI, p. 143.
 6 EHI, p. 12.
 7EHI, p. 268, citing J. Polak, Persien, das Land und seine Bewohner
 (Leipzig, 1865), vol. II, pp. 165-90.

 8 B. Fragner, "Social and Internal Economic Affairs", in CHIr VI,
 pp. 528, 566. In 1718, 1 tuman was worth 23.67 gm. of pure (1913
 German fine) gold.

 9 EHI, p. 263, citing The Melville Papers (1800).
 t L. Lockhart, "European Contacts with Persia, 1350-1736", in

 CHIr VI, p. 373.
 1 Ferrier, in CHIr VI, pp. 428, 430.
 2 Hakluyt, (1598), p. 326.
 '3 Hamlet, Act II, Scene ii.

 14 EHI, p. 257, citing K. E. Abbott, Report on Journey to Caspian, 29
 June 1844, FO 60/108.
 Ferrier, in CHIr VI, p. 472.

 b6 M. Entner, Russo-Persian Commercial Relations, 1828-1914
 (Gainesville, 1965).

 17 Ferrier, in CHIr VI, p. 474.
 " EHI, p. 138, citing 1904 Report.
 " Ferrier, in CHIr VI, pp. 434, 473.
 20 Lockhart, in CHIr VI, p. 401; Ferrier, in CHIr VI, pp. 478 ff.
 2~ R. Bulliet, The Camel and the Wheel (Cambridge, Mass., 1975),

 pp. 281-2 note.
 22 EHI, p. 232, citing Ouseley to Court of Directors (1812).
 23 Ferrier, in CHIr VI, p. 432, citing Jenkinson (1568).
 24 Ibid., p. 478.
 2' Fekhner, pp. 22 ff. on boats, pp. 29, 33, 38, on trade routes.
 26 Ferrier, in CHIr VI, p. 479.
 27 Acknowledgements for the sixteenth century lists to Fekhner, and for

 background, to W. H. Parker, Historical Geography of Russia
 (London, 1968), with comments from L. Collins.

 2HS. I. Ozhegov, Slovar' russkogo iaz'ika (Moscow, 1935-40, revised
 1973).

 29 Ozhegov, op. cit.

 3o C. H. V. Sutherland, art. "Numismatics", in Encyclopaedia Britan-
 nica (1972).

 "' Information from S. Klokov.
 "2 Sutherland, loc. cit.

 : The following selection gives background accounts of Ottoman inflation from 1520-1620: H. Inalhik, The Ottoman Empire: the
 Classical Age 1300-1600 (London, 1973): idem, The Ottoman Empire:
 Conquest, Organisation, Economy (London, 1976); idem, "A History of
 the Ottoman Empire to 1730", in The Cambridge History of Islam
 (Cambridge, 1970), vol. I, part iii, 0. L. Barkan (ed.), Reglements
 fiscaux ottomans: les provinces syriennes (Beirut, 1951); R. Mantran,
 Istanbul dans la seconde moitie de 17ime siecle, in Bibliothique d'archdologie

 d'Istanbul, XII (Paris, 1962); M. Cook, Population Pressure in Rural
 Anatolia 1450-1600 (Oxford, 1972); N. Steensgard, Carracks,
 Caravans and Companies (Copenhagen, 1973).

 34 Fekhner, p. 85.
 3b Ibid., p. 91.
 36 Ibid., p. 85.
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 7 Ibid., p. 86, citing N. Shabel'skaia, "Materialy i tekhnicheskie
 priemy v drevnerusskom shit'e", in Sb. voprosy restavratsii, t. 1
 (Moscow, 1926).

 38 Information from S. Klokov.

 39 Fekhner, p. 86.
 40 Ibid., p. 79.
 4 Ibid., pp. 77-8, citing: Income/expenditure ledgers: Solovetskovo

 monastery 1571-91, Chudova monastery 1586, Volokolamskovo
 monastery 1592. Expenditure ledgers: Kazennovo court,
 Novgorod-Sofiiskovo house 1593, Spiritual ledger Yuriya
 Obolenskovo end of the sixteenth century. Trade ledgers,
 N. Veselovskii (ed.), Pamiatniki diplomaticheskikh i torgovykh snoshenii
 Moskovskoi Rusi s Persiei (St. Petersburg, 1890-8).

 42 Ferrier, in CHIr VI, p. 417, citing Jenkinson, III, p. 584.
 4 Fekhner, p. 82, citing: Income/expenditure ledgers Solovetskovo

 monastery 1572, Chudova monastery 1586, Volokolamskovo
 monastery 1592. Expenditure ledger Kirillo-Belozerskovo
 monastery 1581-2. Trade ledger Tatisheva ms.

 " Ozhegov, op. cit.
 45 Ferrier, CHIr VI, p. 473.
 4 EHI, p. 262, citing The Melville Papers (1800).

 47 Ferrier, CHIr VI, p. 430.
 " Spinks, verbal report, citing Seaby's 1991 Catalogue.
 49 Cited by Lockhart, CHIr VI, pp. 373 ff.
 50 Ferrier, CHIr VI, pp. 446, 478.
 5' EHI, p. 12.
 52 Ibid.

 53 Ibid.

 54 Spinks, verbal report, citing Seaby's 1991 Catalogue.
 "5 Ferrier, CHIr, VI, p. 474.
 56 EHI, p. 232, citing Ouseley to Court of Directors, 5 August 1812,

 FO 60/7.
 57 EHI, pp. 145 ff., citing Ter-Gukasov (1916).
 * EHI, p. 132, citing Blau, who confirmed equivalent annual figures

 for 1857, but states that his figures from three authorities con-
 tradict the Russian official figures, which presumably exclude
 contraband.

 59 Entner, Russo-Persian Commercial Relations, 1828-1914, p. 6.
 6o EHI, p. 262, citing Sir John Malcolm, The Melville Papers.
 6' M. Gilbert, map "Russia in the Caucasus", in Russian History Atlas

 (London, 1972), and W. Montieth, Map of the Caucasus in 1814
 (London, 1837).
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